PERSUASIVE
CONVINCING PRESENTATIONS
CONVERSATIONS
IS THIS COURSE FOR YOU?
IS THIS COURSE FOR YOU?
Wouldn’t it be incredibly satisfying if every time you presented, people were engaged?
Do you influence others? Is it important that you can? What happens if you can't?
Wouldn’t it be even better if they were engaged and impressed?
When
around
us don’t impressed
accept our ideas,
we are unable to perform to our potential.
What ifpeople
they were
engaged,
and convinced?
This can lead not only to frustration and dissatisfaction, but also a reduction in productivity.
Multiply
thisDESCRIPTION
effect by 20 or 100 personnel, and profits and morale suffer. When competition
COURSE
and industry pace are intense, your whole team need to be exceptional communicators.
Persuasive Presentations explains the factors that create powerful, engaging presentations.
The most successful presentations feel like conversations. Most importantly, they move people
to like you, trust you and want to work with you.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Understand
the brain, how people make decisions and develop the skills to consistently convince your
Convincing
explain what influence is, what effect it has and most
audience
youConversations
have what they will
need.
importantly; how to be influential...every day. Learn the structure of a convincing conversation
to create productive relationships that change outcomes.
COURSE OUTCOMES
COURSE OUTCOMES

COURSE BENEFITS
COURSE BENEFITS

✓ Learn the structures, delivery skills and state
✓ofUnderstand
you relate to others
mind to be how
persuasive
✓ Receive
Understand
howfeedback
to relate and
moremake
effectively
✓
instant
instant
✓changes
Learn how
to have
influential conversations
to your
presentations
✓ Influence
Practice aaudiences
process fortoconsistent
✓
think, feel influence
and do as
✓you
Consistently
deliver
the
results
you
need
would wish them to

✓ Confidence presenting persuasively, even
✓ Increased productivity
with little notice
✓ Faster decisions
✓ Portray a consistently professional brand
✓ Better results
focused on the audience
✓ Better morale
✓ Demonstrate the expertise the audience needs
✓ Business growth
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SYSTEM 21 CLEAR
STRATEGIC
& IMPACTFUL
& AUTHENTIC
PRESENTING
COMMUNICATION
FOR INFLUENCERS
FOR LEADERS
2. COMMUNICATE
IMPACTFUL
PRESENTER

3. THEM

11. Q&A: Prepare Top 20 questions. Learn

techniques to answer questions professionally.
Determine their needs, context & most
urgent questions...it
is all about
10. PROCESS:
Feel them.
confident by

How do you come across? Find out,
modify and consciously decide.

4. CONNECT

following a consistent and powerful
Adapt your style to match theirs &
process.
understand
9. PROCESS: Manage your mind, stay focussed
& what they think & feel.

1. YOU

confident using mindfulness & psychological techniques.

What do you want from your career, this
relationship & this specific conversation?

8. DEVICES: Practice rule of 3; story telling, analogies,

INFLUENTIAL
LEADER
alliteration, inferred testimonials...to convince.

7. PRESENT: How do you come across? Improve the
messages that your body language, vocal tone and words give.

10. MANAGE YOUR MIND
Find out how to have presence, stay
present and remain focussed and calm.

6. JOURNEY: Structure your presentation to connect

5. JOURNEY

and empathise with your audience. You are the expert.

Structure your conversation
to engage, influence & lead them.

5. THEME: What story will make this conversation
with this audience memorable?

4. DEVELOPMENT: Brainstorm tips & tools to
9. INFLUENTIAL DEVICES
help them solve their challenges. Choose top 3. 7. DECISION MAKING
Practice rule of 3; story telling, analogies,
3. THEM:
Determineconvince.
their needs, context & most
alliteration, inferred
testimonials...to
urgent questions...it is all about them.

WHAT is important to them, WHY is
it important & HOW important is it?

2. CONNECT EMOTIONALLY: With empathy,
develop an understanding of their issues.

8. DETERMINE
1. YOU: What is your goalDecide
for this presentation? What
on the most relevant option for them

do you want them to think/feel/do
by the
end their
of it?words & phrases.
& position
it using

6. DISCOVERY QUESTIONS
Question, Clarify & Confirm with empathy.

